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Frequently used notations

B(M)- the Borel a-algebra of M.
[(M,N)-the space of continuous maps from M to N.
[k-class - continuous together with k-derivatives.
Dfthe differential of a map!
lZr-the expectation of a random variable r.

Jr -a space of transformations on M.
f- a random transformation with a distribution m.
F'- a random bundle map with a distribution n.
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differential of n f.

hp(f)- the metric entropy of f with respect to an invariant measure p.

L(f)- the topological entropy of f.
I -

the unit interval.

I1(M,'I7) - the space of functions g with
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fA j- the

= m'" or p = n ....

probability of A.

XA- the indicator of a set A i.e., XA(x)

= 1 if x

E A

erwise.
(J(M)- the space of probability measures on M.

rrm - l
IR m -

-

the (m-l)-dimensional projective space.

the m-dimensional Eucledean space.

~ - the unit circle.

and

= 0 for oth-

'tl'-a space

of vector bundle maps.

TM - the tangent bundle of a smooth manifold M.

o = Jf- or 0

=

'tl' - .

• - the end of the proof.
Statement i.j - i denotes the section and j denotes the number of
this statement in the section. The Roman number at the beginning (for instance, III. 1.2) means the number of the chapter.

